Abstract. In this paper we study the generalized Korteweg de Vries 
Introduction
The generalized Korteweg-de Vries equation (gKdV) is the real-valued model (1)            u t + u xxx + (u k+1 ) x = 0, (x, t) ∈ R + × R + , u(x, 0) = u 0 (x) ∈ H s (R + ), u(0, t) = g(t) ∈ H s+1 3 (R + ).
value problems (IBVP) for nonlinear dispersive partial differential equations by recasting these problems as initial value problems with appropriate forcing terms. Their work showed that it is possible to obtain well-posedness results for the right half line that match the results that have been obtained on the full line [16] , [17] , [15] . Their paper left open the cases when k = 1 and k = 3.
The k = 1 case was later completed by Holmer in [14] . The importance of the work in [6] is that the authors wrote down a representation solutionformula with certain terms enforcing the boundary conditions. They then employed robust dispersive techniques which were introduced by Bourgain in [5] to obtain solutions of the KdV equation on the real line and the circle with nonsmooth data.
Another method to solve IBVP for disperesive PDE was employed by Bona, Sun and Zhang in [2] . In this method, after extending the initial data in the whole real line, one employs the Laplace and spaces of Bourgain, [5] are the right choice in most cases. These spaces can be employed using ideas from [6] . Using this approach, Bona et. al recently solved the KdV equation and the nonlinear Schrödinger equations on the half line, along with many other interesting problems, see [2] and the references therein. It is this approach that we follow on our paper.
As we have already mentioned, the other case that was left open in [6] was the case k = 3. On the full line, the sharp local well-posedness for k = 3 was completed by Grünrock in [15] . In particular Grünrock showed well-posedness on the full line for s > − 1 6 . This result is sharp up to the endpoint due to scaling considerations, [1] . For the half line the authors in [6] The data (u 0 , g) will be taken in the space H s x (R + ) × H where Φ is defined by (14) , has a unique solution in
for some sufficiently small T , dependent only on the norms of the initial and boundary data. Furthermore, the solution depends continuously on the initial and boundary data. In addition, the solution on R + is independent of the choice of extension used to define (14) .
The main result of our paper is the following. 
where the linear IBVP solution W t 0 (u 0 , g) is given by equation (8) .
Remark 1.3. The method of the proof of the Theorem is quite general.
Using similar arguments we can study the regularity properties of nonlinear dispersive partial differential equations (PDE) on a half line using the tools that are available in the case of the real line, where the PDE are fully dispersive.
Remark 1.4. We should note that the smoothing estimate is not just a byproduct of our multilinear L 2 convolution estimates but it is also instrumental in proving the sharp well-posedness theory. In addition, the nonlinear smoothing is used in order to prove that the solutions of (2) are unique.
Remark 1.5. The proof of the Theorem actually proves that the solution lies in
which is a subspace of
For the definition of the X s,b space see the next section. Remark 1.6. As expected the smoothing disappears at the upper endpoint
The reader can consult [11] for many examples of dispersive PDE that enjoy nonlinear smoothing properties at regularities equal to the regularities of the sharp local well-posedness theory.
To prove the above theorems we rely on a Duhamel formulation of the nonlinear system adapted to the boundary conditions. This expresses the nonlinear solution as the superposition of the linear evolutions which incorporate the boundary and the initial data with the nonlinearity. Thus, we first solve two linear problems by a combination of Fourier and Laplace transforms, [8] , after extending the initial data to the whole line. The idea is then to use the restricted norm method in the Duhamel formula. The novelty in our approach is the following. In the general theory of the KdV equation the dispersive weight of the X s,b norm (in our case τ +ξ 3 b ) cannot be arbitrary. In particular for initial and boundary value problems of KdV type, the nonlinear Duhamel term is never in X s,b for b > 1 2 , see [8] . But to obtain the nonlinear estimates on the real line in the generalized KdV theory one needs to work with b > But this can be done by our smoothing estimates. The fact that we can take b > 1 2 in our multilinear estimates is the heart of the matter, since then we can take advantage of the dispersive estimates on the full line and complete the proof. The details of this estimation is presented in Proposition 4.7.
In addition the smoothing estimates can also clarify the uniquness of the IBVP. To understand this problem we note that the uniqueness of the solutions thus constructed is not immediate since we do not know that the fixed points of the Duhamel operators have restrictions on the half line which are independent of the extension of the data. For the case of more regular data the uniqueness property of the solution can be proved by standard energy arguments. For less regular data we take advantage of the smoothing estimate we establish in Theorem 1.2 to obtain uniqueness all the way down to the local theory threshold. We remark that this iteration is successful because the full nonlinear estimate we provide remains valid for any s > − 1 6 , matching thus the regularity of the local theory.
We now discuss briefly the organization of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce some notation and the function spaces that we use to obtain the well-posedness of the IBVP. In Section 3 we define the notion of the solution.
More precisely we set up the integral representation (Duhamel's formula) of the nonlinear solution map that we later prove is a contraction in an appropriate metric space. We obtain the solution as a superposition of a linear and a nonlinear evolution. The solution of the linear IBVP can be found by a direct application of the Fourier and the Laplace transform methods. Section 4 presents the linear and nonlinear a priori estimates that we use to iterate the solution using the restricted norm method appropriately modified for our needs. In Section 5 we prove the local well-posedness property of the solutions by splitting the flow into a linear and a nonlinear evolution.
This completes the existence part of Theorem 1.2. Uniqueness is proved in Section 6. Section 7 is the most technical part of the paper. There we prove the main nonlinear estimate, Proposition 4.7 and we also establish the proof of Proposition 4.8 which is used in the iteration process.
Notation & Function Spaces
The one-dimensional Fourier transform is defined by
We set
and define the non-homogeneous and homogenous Sobolev space H s norms respectively by
The characteristic function on the positive half-line [0, ∞) is denoted by χ, and Sobolev spaces H s (R + ) on the half line for s > − 1 2 are defined as follows:
We will also use the Fourier restriction norm spaces ( [5] ) corresponding to the Airy flow. These are defined for functions on R x × R t by the norm
For our nonlinear estimate, we make use of the operators D, I − , which are defined by the following Fourier transform formulae:
The operator I − was introduced by Grunrock in [15] . Let ρ ∈ C ∞ be a cut-off function such that ρ = 1 on [0, ∞) and supp ρ ⊂
Finally, the notation a b indicates that a ≤ Cb for some absolute constant C. The expression a b is defined similarly, and a ≈ b means that a b and a b. The notation a+ indicates a + ǫ, where ǫ can be arbitrarily small. We define a− similarly.
Solution Formulations
Using the Fourier inversion formula it is a standard fact that for smooth and decaying initial data the solution to the initial value problem,
is given by
On the other hand, the following formula for the solution to the corresponding linear IBVP problem with zero initial data is known.
Lemma 3.1. The solution to the linear equation
can be written in the form
Proof. We will first show that the solution can be written in the form
For a derivation of (7) using the unified transform method, see [13] . For completeness, we also provide a derivation using the Laplace transform below.
Before proceeding to this calculation, we note that the above integral does not necessarily converge for all x < 0. To obtain a integral which converges for all x ∈ R, we multiply the integrand by the cut-off function ρ and note that for x ≥ 0, we have
Thus we obtain the formula given in the Lemma. We will use this version of the solution formula in our work.
To establish the formula (7) for the solution of the linear problem (5), we use the Laplace transform, which is defined for functions on [0, ∞) by
Taking the Laplace transform of (5), we obtain
This ordinary differential equation has characteristic function λ + w 3 . Since we are concerned with solutions which decay at infinity, the only relevant root is w = −λ 1 3 , where the third root is defined with a branch cut along the negative real axis. Thus we have
By Mellin inversion, for any σ > 0 we have
Parametrizing the contour by λ(µ) = σ + iµ 3 for µ ∈ (−∞, ∞) and letting
Changing variables in the first integral and simplifying, we obtain v(x, t) = 3 2π
Since cos(π/3) = sin(π/6) and cos(π/6) = sin(π/3), we have obtained (7).
We now construct the unique solution of the linear initial-boundary value problem (8)
which we denote by
where u 0,e is an H s extension of u 0 to the full line satisfying
and p is defined by
. Note that p is well-defined and is in H 
where
As mentioned in the introduction, it will be necessary to break the problem down into linear and nonlinear parts, so we will not be using this formulation directly. However, we will base our formulae on this result. For more details, see the discussion in Section 5.
A Priori Estimates
In order to complete our contraction argument, we will require a number of estimates for the linear and nonlinear terms which comprise the Duhamel formula (10) . In the following, we first collect all relevant linear estimates with any necessary proofs. We then proceed to the more complex nonlinear estimates, which will be proved later. 
Lemma 4.2 ([19, Lemma 2.12]).
For any s ∈ R and b > 1 2 , we have 
We also have a Kato smoothing estimate which describes the temporal regularity of the Airy flow. 
To bound the solution to the linear initial-boundary-value problem in X s,b spaces, we have the following result. 
Proof. Recall the formula (6) for W t 0 . Let f (y) = e −iy cos(π/3) e −y sin(π/3) ρ(y). Note that f is a Schwarz function. Then we have
Case 1: s = 0 with |ξ| 1 and |µ| 1: In the this case, note that
Thus on the region where |ξ|, |µ| 1, we have the bound
Using Minkowski's inequality to take the L 2 ξ norm inside and noting that
we arrive at the bound
Since b > 1 6 , this can be bounded by χg
as desired.
Case 2: s = 0 with |ξ| 1 or |µ| 1: In this case, note that since f and η are Schwarz functions, we have
In light of the these bounds, the problem reduces estimating
Since we are in the case where |ξ| 1 or |µ| 1, we see that the above quantity is bounded by
Moving the L 2 ξ norm inside the integral and then using Young's inequality, this is bounded by
, where the last inequality holds because b > 
Thus the argument used for the s = 0 case applies when s ∈ N. To obtain the desired conclusion for any positive s, we interpolate.
Case 4: s < 0 with |ξ| 1 and |µ| 1: In this case, the ξ s multiplier is ≈ 1, so we may argue just as above to arrive at (11). Since
≥ 0, the result of (11) is sufficient.
Case 5: s < 0 with |ξ| 1 or |µ| 1: In this case, we argue as in Case 2 to arrive at a bound analogous to (12), i.e. For the region where |µ| ≤ 1, the quantity in (13) can be bounded by
Since 2s + 6b − 1 ≥ 0, this estimate implies the desired H 2s+6b−1 3
bound.
This completes the proof.
The following Sobolev space estimates for the linear term W t 0 (0, g) are required as well. Lemma 4.6. For any s ≥ −1 and g such that χg ∈ H s+1 3 (R), we have
Proof. Recall the formula (6) for W t 0 . First, we establish that
Again let f (y) = e −iy cos(π/3) e −y sin(π/3) ρ(y). Then we have
for any s. Note that for −1 ≤ s ≤ 0 we also have ψ Ḣs χg
.
Thus, to show that W t 0 (0, g) is in C 0 t H s x , by continuity of the operator W t R , it suffices to show that the operator T : h → T h given by
is continuous from H s x to H s x for s ≥ 0, and fromḢ s x to H s x for −1 ≤ s ≤ 0. Write
since f is a Schwartz function. This establishes the continuity of T for s = 0.
For s ∈ N, we note that For negative s, note that
Using the same argument as in the s = 0 case, we conclude that we have
It remains to show that η(t)W
where ψ is defined as above and we have used the identity p q = pq. This is equivalent to
Using Kato smoothing, Lemma 4.4, with the fact that f ∈ L 1 , the proof is completed.
Nonlinear Estimates.
In this section, we state various nonlinear estimates which will be required to complete our proof. In these estimates, one should think of b = −. This is the most important case for our arguments.
The first nonlinear estimate is an X s,b space estimate for the 3-gKdV nonlinearity. The proof, which is based on arguments from [15] , is in Section 7.1. Notice that the smoothing effect vanishes as s ց − 
We also need to show that the nonlinear term is in an appropriate temporal Sobolev space. This is established via the following estimate on the Duhamel integral term. The proof is in Section 7.2.
where R is the set R = (ξ, τ ) : |τ | ≥ 1 and |τ | ≫ |ξ| 3 .
Finally, we'll require an estimate for the correction term which appears in the above proposition. The proof of this statement is found in Section 7.3.
Proposition 4.9. Let N (x, t) = ∂ x (u 1 u 2 u 3 u 4 ), and define the set R as in the previous proposition: R = (ξ, τ ) : |τ | ≥ 1 and |τ | ≫ |ξ| 3 . Then for
Local Theory
We wish to find a solution to the nonlinear gKdV-3 problem
Begin by solving the linear equation
We obtain the solution L for t ∈ [0, 1] by using the forumula (8) . Thus L lies in the space 
by Lemma 4.4. We also have by
. Hence the W t 0 term above is in X s−3ǫ, 
We will show that a solution v to this difference equation exists, which will imply existence of solution v + L to the original 3-gKdV. We proceed with a contraction argument in the space X s+a, 
Suppose first that s + a ≤ 
We now apply Lemma 4.7 with
The hypotheses of Lemma 4.7 are satisfied as long as s > − 
For 1 2 < s < 2, the argument is essentially the same. However, when estimating the Duhamel term using Proposition 4.8, the L 2 τ correction term appears. This is controlled using Proposition 4.9 and we proceed as above.
Notice that the total solution u satisfies
Uniqueness
In this section, we discuss uniqueness of solutions to the 3-gKdV initial boundary value problem. We first consider the case of relatively smooth data. Suppose u 1 and u 2 are two solutions to the 3-gKdV (2) with the same initial and boundary data. Then the difference u := u 1 − u 2 satisfies the equation
with zero initial and boundary data. Then, using integration by parts and the zero boundary condition, we have
Thus by Sobolev embedding we see that
where the last inequality holds if u 1 and u 2 are bounded in H 
+
x . It remains to consider uniqueness for rougher solutions. For that we use a variant of the argument in [7] . Suppose we have initial and boundary data
2 ). In addition suppose u 0,e and u 0,e are two H s 0 (R) extensions of u 0 .
Let u and u be the corresponding solutions to the fixed point equation.
We wish to show that u and u are equal on R + x , at least for some short time. Take a sequence u 0,k in H A priori, the interval of existence is inversely proportional to the H 3 2 + norm of the initial data (as well as the norm of the boundary data). This norm is growing as k increases. This means that the time of existence goes to zero as k → ∞. However, using the smoothing, we can take the time of existence proportional to the data in the H s 0 norm, which is bounded as desired. This works directly for s 0 > Lemma 6.1.
Proofs
Before proceeding, we state a calculus lemma which will useful. For proofs of similar results, see [10] .
Proof of Proposition 4.7.
The following results are used in the proof, and are placed here for convenient reference.
Lemma 7.2. We have the following estimates:
We note that one can upgrade the linear Strichartz estimates into a priori X s,b estimates of the form above, using the definition of the X s,b spaces and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, see [11] .
We now proceed with the proof of the proposition.
The notation above means that the inner integral is taken over the surfaces We consider several cases. In the following, we write |ξ min | = min 
In the current case, the ξ j weights may be disregarded and we are left to
Integrating in τ j repeatedly and then using the inequality a + b a b , we arrive at
which is finite. Hence, writing (20) in its dual form, we wish to establish that
Suppose first that M = τ 0 − ξ 3 0 . Then we can bound the left-hand side of the above quantity by
The last inequality uses the X 0, 
Using the notation defined in (3), it suffices to bound
Using [15, Corollary 1], we may bound the L 2 x,t norm in the previous line by u 1 X s,b u 4 X s,b . It remains to show that
We have by Sobolev embedding (19)
x estimate (18), which holds for r ≥ 4, gives the desired bound as long as a <
The argument then carries through as above as long as a < 
We have
So it remains to show that
Again we have by Sobolev embedding (19) 
For any 0 < ǫ ≪ 1, if we take
, then the interpolation estimate gives
This is the worst case.
If s > 0, we may replace (22) by
The argument closes as above as long as a < We consider the regions where |τ − ξ 3 | 1 and where |τ − ξ 3 | 1 separately.
When |τ − ξ 3 | 1, we Taylor expand e iτ t − e itξ 3 and argue just as in the proof of [8, Prop. 3.4 ] to obtain the desired N X s,−b ′ bound. It remains to bound |τ −ξ 3 |>1 e iτ t − e itξ 3 τ − ξ 3 N (ξ, τ ) dτ dξ
We estimate the integral involving e itτ and that involving e itξ 3 separately.
First, we see |τ −ξ 3 |>1 e iτ t τ − ξ 3 N (ξ, τ ) dτ dξ
To obtain the final inequality, we considered |ξ| ≤ 1 and |ξ| ≥ 1 separately. When |ξ| ≤ 1, we see that sup τ τ This completes the proof for −1 ≤ s ≤ 2 − 3b ′ .
Reviewing the argument above, we see that it holds for large s with the exception of the estimate on the term Using the fact that we are constrained to the set R and then the CauchySchwartz inequality, the LHS of the above quantity is bounded by 
